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Milestone Birthdays
50 years

25 years

5 years

20 years

30 years

10 years

Saluting Milestone Successes

10

Adfinitas
Health

Over the past decade, the Hanover-based company (formerly MDICS)
has grown from providing hospitalist care
at a single health care facility to being the
largest private hospitalist group in Maryland, serving more than 50 hospitals and
post-acute care centers.

15

Aida Bistro &
Wine Bar

This upscale Italian eatery in Columbia Gateway, owned by Joe and Mary
Barbera, boasts the largest wine-on-tap
program in Maryland and the second-largest in the nation.

25

ArtCraft

Artcraft, in Historic Savage Mill, specializes in collections of unique furniture
from Sticks, David Marsh, Ralph Garrett,
Bella Bella and Venezia (all of which can
be custom designed), as well as decorative
and gift items.

200

Better
Business
Bureau
Serving Greater Maryland

Founded in Baltimore in 1917, BBB
offers accreditation to businesses through
a rigorous process, holding them accountable to high standards of honesty, integrity
and fairness and aiding in the unbiased
resolution of disputes.

25

Bridgeway
Community
Church

25

The
Business
Monthly

On Red Branch Road in Columbia,
this multicultural church can seat 1,000
worshipers at each of its three Sunday
services. Its congregation includes people
from more than 50 countries.

15

Chesapeake
Shakespeare
Company

Started by a small group of artists
committed to changing how people think
about Shakespeare by producing shows
that are fresh and innovative, the company
performs Shakespeare in the Ruins at the
Patapsco Female Institute in Ellicott City
each summer. It opened its indoor cultural
center in Baltimore in 2014.

45

Columbia

A business-to-business newspaper
Center for
covering Howard and Anne Arundel
counties, its featured articles are written
Theatrical Arts
by, for and about local businesspeople and
his nonprofit organi ation was foundtheir companies. Started by Carole and Ed ed in 1972 by Toby Orenstein at the inviPickett, it is now owned by Becky Mangus tation of Columbia developer Jim Rouse.
and Cathy Yost. (See page 28.)
It educates children through the arts by
creating theatrical experiences that inspire
thought, action, creativity and change.

45

Candlelight
Concert
Society

30

Columbia
Festival of

Based in Columbia, the group offers
professional world-class chamber music
the Arts
Born out of Columbia’s 20th birthday
concerts, children’s programs, community
outreach programs, master classes and celebration, the annual festival represents
all genres of art, by both local and national
pre-concert lectures and discussions.
performers, and strives to re ect and e accessible to all elements of the community:
Champion
races, ages, incomes and genders.

30

Realty

Chris Coile founded Champion Realty
in 1987 to serve residential and commercial clients. When he retired in 2006, his
brother Jon became president and CEO.
The Severna Park-based company now
has seven ranch offices and more than
300 sales associates and is a Berkshire
athaway affiliate.

50

Columbia,
MD

A planned community created by
Jim Rouse and The Rouse Co., it was
developed with the fundamental tenet
of full integration of all members of the
community, and with the guiding principle
that a community can and should enhance
its residents’ quality of life.

40

Columbia
Orchestra

Started in the fall of 1977 as the
Columbia Chamber Orchestra by a small
group of musicians, it mission is to foster
lifelong appreciation of, enthusiasm for
and participation in music. It recently
added jazz music to its repertoire.

40

Columbia
Pro Cantare

Founded in spring 1977 by Director
Frances Motyca Dawson, Columbia Pro
Cantare is a professionally trained volunteer chorus of more than 100 singers that
see s to present the finest choral music to
a growing regional audience.

20

Coster
Communications

Started by Lisa Brusio Coster in 1997,
this Marriottsville pu lic relations firm
provides strategic planning, event management, writing and media relations to
clients throughout the region.

20

Edwards
Performance
Solutions

Steve Edwards established Edwards
Industries in 1997, working from his home
office. hough it has grown and expanded into office space, the l ridge- ased
company remains focused on employee
and customer success.
See Milestone Birthdays, page 24
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70

Eyre Bus,
Tour &
Travel

Started with one school bus in 1947,
Harry and Mary Eyre’s company has
grown to include a eet of uses and a
suite of services that includes charter
buses, group tours and a full-service travel
agency. Headquartered in Glenelg, it is still
run by Eyre family members.

100

Fort
Meade

Established in April 1917 in Anne
Arundel County as a training camp for
troops fighting orld ar I, the . . rmy
installation is named for General George
G. Meade, who served as commander of
the Army of the Potomac in the Civil War.

100

Girl
Scout
Cookies

In 1917, five years after Juliette ordon Low started Girl Scouts in the United
States, the Mistletoe Troop, in Muskogee,
Okla., decided to fund its projects by selling
cookies the girls made themselves. Other
troops took note, and the idea took off.

50

Greater
Elkridge
Community
Association

150

Lenderking
Caging Co.

In 1867, Phillip H. Lenderking opened
a metal shop in Baltimore, selling heating, plum ing and tin roofing products.
The National Institutes of Health was
established in the 1880s, and Lenderking
began supplying the animal cages for its
research. In 1972, Lenderking was bought
by the Semenuk family, which still owns it
today. It is headquartered in Millersville.

40

Lorien
Health
Services

Lorien Health was founded in 1977
by Mary and Nicholas Mangione, Sr. Its
goal is to help seniors heal, rehabilitate and
maximize their quality of life, either in its
facilities, distributed throughout the region,
or in their own homes. (See page 27.)

5

Maryland
Live!

Live! is a casino and entertainment
complex in Hanover, adjacent to Arundel
Mills Mall, and owned and operated by
The Cordish Companies. The casino
opened its first phase on June , 01 , and
its second in September of that same year.

50

Merriweather
Post Pavilion

Designed by architect Frank Gehry
and opening “in concert” with the birth
of Columbia, the venue originally was
Founded in 1967, the community designed to house the National Symphony
group advocates for the improvement of Orchestra. Though the orchestra no longer
is in residence, the open-air facility conthe greater Elkridge area.
tinues to host some of the best names in
the music business, as well as Columbia’s
Jim
high school graduations each spring.

20

Rouse
Theatre

150

Morgan

Located in Wilde Lake High School,
State
the 750-seat theater is named for Columbia
University
Founder Jim Rouse. With its own separate
The school originally was established
entrance, the 12,500-square-foot performance space is used by both school and in Baltimore as the Centenary Biblical Institute of the Methodist Episcopal Church
community groups.
to train young African-American men
for the ministry. The largest Historically
Johns
Black College in Maryland, it became a
university in 1975 and offers more than
Hopkins
70 academic programs.

75

University
Applied Physics
Laboratory

Laurel-based JHU APL develops and
prototypes new capabilities that safeguard
the nation and push the boundaries of science, engineering and space exploration;
it also provides technical expertise to the
federal government. To celebrate its anniversary, the lab had wallpaper printed with
the names of everyone whom the lab has
ever hired.

25

Leadership
Maryland

Based in Annapolis, the leadership
program brings together local leaders
from all sectors, industries and geographic regions of the state. Through an
intensive, issues-oriented educational
program, it enables its participants to
engage on the vital issues affecting
Maryland and to work to build solutions
for real, actionable change.

25

Oriole Park
at Camden
Yards

The Baltimore ballpark opened on
April 6, 1992, with the Orioles hosting
the Cleveland Indians. The Orioles went
on to win the game 2-0 on pitcher Rick
Sutcliffe’s shutout.

110

Patapsco
Valley
State Park

Established as Patapsco State Forest
Reserve in 1907 to protect the valley’s
forest and water resources, the park extends
along 32 miles of the Patapsco River and
covers more than 14,000 acres. In 2006, it
was officially cele rated as Maryland’s first
state park and is managed by the Maryland
Department of Natural Resources.

20

The Business Monthly

Rams Head
On Stage

endowment was started and has grown to
be one of the largest and most effective
charitable entities in the world.

50

In November 1997, Rams Head On
St. John’s the
Stage, in Annapolis, opened its doors
Evangelist
for the first time with national recording
artist Livingston Taylor. Since then, the
Catholic Church
club has expanded to seat more than 300
Founded in 1967 by Cardinal Lawguests and hosts more than 400 shows per rence Shehan, the Roman Catholic church
year.
operates out of two interfaith centers in
Columbia. Its choir celebrated the parish’s
anniversary this past summer with a trip
Rebuilding
to Rome to participate in the music for the
Together
Feast of Saints Peter and Paul, celebrated
Howard County by Pope Francis.
Rebuilding Together Howard County,
formerly Christmas in April, was formed
The Silver
in 1992 when a group of Howard County
Heron
residents and businesses joined together to
mobilize volunteers to provide free home
storefront
repairs to low-income families. To date, it
Although the sterling silver jewelry
has repaired and renovated more than 800 company had its beginnings two years
homes in the county.
earlier on a small pushcart at the Mall in
olum ia, it opened its first mall storefront
in 1987 in front of the central fountain,
Revere Bank
across from Bun Penny. It moved to its
current location in 1999.

25

10

30

20

Revere Bank was established on Nov.
TargetGov
20, 2007, by a group of prominent business leaders in the Baltimore-Washington
corridor, including bank co-president and
CEO Drew Flott. It now holds $2 billion
TargetGov is the creation of Marketin assets. (See page 25.)
ing Outsource Associates Inc. (MOA), a
marketing company founded in 1997 by
Rotary Club Gloria Larkin. The Linthicum Heights
company provides consulting services and
of Columbia business development products to help
clients reach their contracting goals in the
As old as the town whose name it federal marketplace.
claims, the club, begun in 1967, embodies
the original spirit of Jim Rouse’s Columbia
Ulman
as a diverse and welcoming group comCancer Fund
mitted to making its community and the
world a better place through its efforts and
donations.
Cancer survivor Doug Ulman founded the Ulman Cancer Fund for Young
The Rotary Adults in 1997 after discovering a dearth
of support for young adults affected by
Foundation cancer. Headquartered in Baltimore, the
organi ation helps young people fight the
In 1917, at the Rotary International disease and navigate treatment by providConvention in Atlanta, Ga., an endow- ing access to information, support groups
ment was proposed. With a gift of $26.50 and other specialized programs.
from the Rotary Club of Kansas City, the
See Milestone Birthdays, page 25
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100

20

Eyre Bus, Tour & Travel Launches
Heavy Duty Fleet Services
Following a modest beginning with one school bus in 1947, Eyre Bus, Tour &
ravel is cele rating its 70th year in usiness. he lenelg firm provides charter,
tour and full-scope travel services to individual, group and corporate clients in the
Baltimore/Washington/Virginia corridor.

70th Anniversary Celebration
In honor of the company’s anniversary, the company planned a motorcoach tour
to Pigeon Forge, Tenn. Six buses transported 220 customers, current and former
employees and family members for a four-night trip that culminated in a dinner
banquet in the formal dining room at the Titanic Museum.
It was meaningful to experience first-hand a tour of this magnitude and to
realize that my parents’ legacy will continue under the capable leadership of our
third generation, Matt and Brad Eyre,” said Ron Eyre, company CEO.

Announcing Heavy Duty Fleet Services
Today, Matt and Brad Eyre are part of the team leading Eyre to its next endeavor, yre eavy uty leet ervices. he eet services division operates in a
state-of-the-art shop and provides a variety of services. Preventive maintenance
averts unnecessary breakdowns and keeps customers on the road without concern.
here is a great need in the region to provide these services for eet operators
who need their vehicles repaired quickly by a trusted source,” said Matt Eyre,
president of Eyre Bus, Tour & Travel. “Today’s vehicles are controlled by complex
engine technology and must meet stringent emissions requirements. Our highly
trained team helps fulfill customer needs, from preventive maintenance to highly
sophisticated full engine re uilds. o one wants their eet sitting on the road for
extended periods of time.”
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Lorien Health Services Celebrates
40 Years of Caring
“There are no old people in Columbia,” they said. “Your plan,” they added,
“is crazy.”
The public reaction to Nicholas B.
Mangione’s decision to build a nursing
home in the Howard County planned
community 40 years ago made sense.
At the time, Columbia was in its infancy, just 10 years old. There was something
new everywhere one looked: the villages,
the homes, the families, even the idea
of the place, conceived by the visionary
James W. (Jim) Rouse. And, so, the notion
that there would e a sufficient num er of
older people in the area to fill and sustain
a nursing home struck many as inconceivable.
The skepticism proved misplaced.
Mangione’s first site was an instant
success, thanks in part to a little luck, and
now the company he launched in 1977
operates 10 nursing home/assisted living
facility communities throughout Maryland
and employs more than 2,000 people.

‘Take Care of Them’
The success story of Ellicott Citybased Lorien Health Services is somewhat unlikely, and not just because of
the company’s “risky” beginnings. The
improbability stems from leadership’s
laser focus on people rather than profits,
on delivering innovative, high-quality
services and amenities at a time when
financial considerations have become
paramount in the health care industry.
The reason?
“They weren’t patients to him. They
were somebody’s mom, somebody’s
dad,” Lou Grimmel, Sr., Lorien’s current
chief executive, said of Mangione. “That
is somebody’s most prized passion. You
better take care of them,” he added, summarizing the founder’s philosophy.
Mangione passed away in 2008, but
his guiding principle — loved ones before
bottom lines — endures.
he company’s chief operating officer,
Wayne Brannock, confessed that he and
his Lorien colleagues consistently break
their own budgets, exceeding projections
to enhance and improve facilities. “It is
the right thing to do,” he explained.
As a result of such investments, Brannock said, “It is not uncommon to have
people walk into one of our nursing homes
and turn around and walk out. They think
they are in a hotel.”

About That Lucky
Break
Lorien owes its successful start four
decades ago not to a hotel-like setting,
but rather to a hospital. Needing more
beds and the space to accommodate them,
Howard County General Hospital’s Chief
Executive Ted Hussey turned to Mangione
for help, ultimately leasing the top oor of
the new nursing home, installing some 60
beds, and using it as a kind of extension
facility. Lorien provided all of the services
except for nursing. It was a lucrative contract.
“It was a stroke of luck that the hospital saw an opportunity. [The CEO] came
knocking on our door,” Grimmel said.
Above: Dining facilities at Lorien’s Harmony
From there, Mangione went on to
Hall resemble a trendy restaurant.
construct a retirement community in
olum ia. i e the first facility, he uilt
the second at the request of his friend,
Left: A portrait of Nick Mangione, who started
David Harans, who became part-owner
Lorien Health Services 40 years ago with a single
for his expertise in nursing homes and
nursing home.
would operate them. Likewise the third
and fourth sites. Mangione ultimately took
“You can tell I love what I do,” he said. features and activities on view that one
total control.
“They love what they do. I don’t think you doesn’t naturally associate with nursing
Today, Lorien runs communities not can be good at something you don’t like.” facilities. There is a Starbucks coffee shop
only in Columbia, but also in Elkridge and
in every one. There are cafes, ice cream
Ellicott City, as well as in the counties of
parlors, libraries and movie theaters, too.
Value Added
Baltimore, Carroll and Harford.
And at the Taneytown location, there is
There’s more than love apparent at
a restaurant called Flick’s Pub, featuring
Lorien’s homes. In addition to a wide
live music on weekends, karaoke and craft
A Family Affair
and growing variety of medical services,
Despite the considerable expansion, such as a telemedicine program to treat beer specialties. The place actually attracts
Lorien remains a family affair. Mangione patients in place, there are also many
See Lorien, page 28
hired Grimmel, his nephew, even before
establishing the nursing home company.
During one of his regular visits with
his mother, Mangione asked Grimmel
what he was doing professionally. The
newly minted Salisbury State University
graduate reported he was selling cars. His
uncle responded by saying he didn’t see
much of future in that line of work for the
young man, and offered him a job as a
dump truck driver at his construction site
for Fallston General Hospital in Harford
County.
hen his first nursing home opened,
Mangione arranged a job there for Grimmel so he could learn the business.
“He made me do every job there was
2007
2017
to do in a nursing home,” Grimmel said,
recalling 70-hour work weeks without
G R A ND O P E N IN G
complaint. Since those early days, Grimmel has been joined in the business by his
four children and four of Nick Mangione’s
REVERE BANK
$2+ BILLION
37 grandchildren.
OPENS FOR BUSINESS
IN ASSETS

Celebrates 10 Years of
Commitment to Your Success

Laurel, MD • 15 employees

11 Offices • 208 Employees

..................

Revere Bank is proud to make local decisions that benefit the

communities we serve. Founded in 2007, we provide exceptional

Celebrating 20 Years
Serving the
Federal Contracting
Community!

www.TargetGov.com • 410-579-1346

service to customers throughout the Baltimore-Washington
and I-270 corridors. With our team of experienced bankers,
we have the resources and capabilities to meet your needs.

COLUMBIA CORPORATE 100 OFFICE

SEVERNA PARK GATEWAY OFFICE

6031 University Boulevard, Suite 170

8529 Veterans Highway

443.574.3600

443.274.1020
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The Business Monthly –
25 Years in the News
By Joan Waclawski, SPECIAL SECTIONS
EDITOR
This year marks 25 years that The
Business Monthly has been in the news
business covering Howard and Anne
Arundel counties. Becky Mangus talks
about those years, in particular her last 15
as co-owner and publisher, and speculates
on the future.
What first motivated you and your
business partner Cathy Yost to buy the
paper 15 years ago?
The original owner, Carole Pickett
[now Hughes], was looking to retire or
at least relinquish some of the day-to-day
responsibilities. She asked me to be associate publisher. Even though I had had a
mar eting and graphic design firm for 1
years, I had always wanted to be a publisher. This seemed like the right opportunity.
Cathy, who already was working with
Carole as general manager, and I spoke
and we decided to make an offer to buy
the paper. A couple of months later, we
owned a newspaper.
You would think two women past midlife crisis would have known better, but we
jumped right in and have been jumping
ever since. It has been a great experience
for both of us, however, and we really love
the business community in this area.
How have the paper and the news cli-

Lorien
from page 27
patrons who live elsewhere.
“Imagine that a nursing home is the
talk of the town,” said Jim Hummer, the
company’s vice president of home and
community-based services. “It is the coolest nursing home on the planet.”
Then there is the boxing. Lorien is
partnering with the Maryland Association
for Parkinson’s Support (MAPS) to offer a
program called Rock Steady Boxing. The
dual objective for patients with Parkinson’s is empowerment and physical fitness
that is specifically tailored for their needs.
“They love it. Day one, it was amazing,” said Grimmel. More space is needed
already to meet demand for the program.

Korean Seniors
Also uncommon is Lorien’s longterm care unit for Korean seniors. In
fact, it is believed to be the only such
offering in the state. Featuring Korean
food, worship, language and games, the
program started four years ago with five
beds. Within three months, it tripled in
size. Today, the program is available at
two locations, one in Columbia, the other
in Baltimore County.
The company’s liaison in the initiative,
Dr. Sue Song, said she selected Lorien
rather than a competing nursing home for
a number of reasons. To begin with, she
said, it is a supportive and stable long-term
care company, while so many other outfits
are regularly bought and sold.
What’s more, “The Mangione family
and Lou [Grimmel] strongly believe a
nursing home does not have to be separated from the community. At Lorien, I didn’t
feel there was a wall. This family was part
of the community.”
Forty years later, Lorien remains a part
of a community that, come to find out, has
older people after all.

Becky Mangus and Cathy Yost
mate changed over the past 25 years?
As with all types of businesses, things
have changed dramatically. Certainly
technology has had a major impact on the
industry, but also the “great recession” has
affected people’s marketing perspective.
People still want the news, but now
there are a multitude of mediums from
which to get it. So we have to try to be
everywhere, so people can get their news
the way they most prefer.
Of course, we can’t provide the news
without selling ads. That is probably a
larger challenge than keeping up with the
various mediums. Publications still rely on
advertising sales to stay in existence, for
the most part. Over the past several years,
larger newspapers have tried different
approaches, including charging for online
subscriptions. But so far, the revenue for
subscriptions and online advertising cannot sustain a newspaper or magazine.
As a marketing professional, I still
elieve in diversified mar eting unless
you have a very specific target audience.
So I believe that companies will continue
to advertise with us, which allows us to
exist another day. And, perhaps most importantly, it allows the Howard and Anne
Arundel business community to continue
to get important local news that really is
hard to find anywhere else.
And, if you don’t mind, I want to say
that my editorial team is probably the
finest in the usiness, large or small. hey
are extremely professional and talented
and each has many years of journalism
experience. This community, and The
Business Monthly, is fortunate to enefit
from their abilities.
Your newspaper has a rather unique
business model: Some of the articles
actually are contributed, at no charge,
by members of the business community. How do you encourage people to
contribute articles? And doesn’t that
open the paper up to a certain amount
of editorializing by those contributors?
With a smaller newspaper, we actually
get the best of both worlds. We have professionals, as mentioned above, that cover
the hard news in the two local jurisdictions. But we also are able to have experts
in their respective fields contri ute articles
as well — almost a magazine concept.
We are extremely careful that each
contributed article is educational or informational and make it clear that self-promotion or opinions are not allowed. We either
don’t publish the article or we edit out that
content. We retain full editing rights on all
submissions.
This gives us the opportunity to bring
to the business community more business-related articles by upholding strict

standards. As a matter of fact, one
time, one of our largest advertisers
submitted an article that I rejected.
Cathy, who handles advertising
sales, just about throttled me. But
there were a couple of factual errors,
and once we got those worked out,
the article was accepted.
We also welcome and rely on
press releases or even just a few
paragraphs to let us know about
news within a company or organization. Each month we print pages of
those short news pieces that include
promotions, new hires, awards,
upcoming events, etc. And, we are
told, those pages are well-read so
people can keep track of what is happening in the local area. I had one person tell
me that written into her job description
was reading The Business Monthly and
disseminating the information throughout
the company.
How’s readership, considering that
newspapers in general are on the decline?
According to surveys and word on the
street, we are extremely well-read. After
all, not only do we provide a quality publication, she said humbly, but there aren’t
a lot of other places to find the information
we make available.
In addition, the statistics that newspapers are on the decline refer to the larger,
mainstream publications where people

can get the same information anywhere,
including on their phone. Niche newspapers and publications actually are doing
well ecause you can’t find the same information everywhere. So there is an actual
need for us. Unfortunately, when people
hear that newspapers are on the decline,
that nobody reads newspapers, only social
media, they believe it. Statistics are saying
otherwise.
But, we are also making sure we are
available to all readers — in newsprint,
online on our website, and we even have
an app where people can read the paper
via their phones.
Where do you see The Business Monthly
headed over the next five years?
We will continue to be relevant and hope
to stay up with the readership curve, whatever that might be. The biggest struggle, as
I mentioned, is being sure we have enough
revenue to keep the news coming. As such,
we will continue to find topics and opportunities that are of interest to the business
community. Last year we had a 12-part series
on Columbia at 50 and sold sponsorships.
Then we published a magazine celebrating
Columbia’s birthday. We will continue to
stay open to opportunities that make sense
so that our main purpose, providing local
news, will continue to be possible well past
Cathy’s and my ownership.
Our goal is for The Business Monthly
to continue to be a mainstay in the community.

How Will You Use
Your Milestone?
By Angie Barnett
Is your company nearing an important anniversary or achievement?
Whether it’s a 10th year
in business, the 10,000th
customer served or other
measurement that signals your organization’s stability, longevity or success, you
can leverage it to share your story.
You’ll need to start your celebration
with a plan. Here’s how you can get set up.
• Define your audience(s). You’ll want
to consider customers, prospects, employees, volunteers and any other stakeholders
in your business.
• Determine your campaign objectives.
This year has been the Better Business Bureau’s (BBB) 100th anniversary in Maryland. Not only was a lot of birthday cake
served, the organization took the opportunity to tell stories to increase engagement
through email and social media, both of
which are measureable. At the same time,
stories were used to enhance visibility for
BBB’s sponsors and accredited businesses
and to create excitement leading up to its
Centennial Celebration, which was held this
fall.
Your business might use its milestone
as a way to thank the clients and employees
who helped you achieve it or even roll out
a new product, service or line of business.
• Brand it. It might be a special logo,
tagline, hashtag or all of the above. But your
milestone needs its own visual signature.
• Set a budget. Cake aside, you’ll need

to decide how much to invest. For an anniversary, you’ll likely launch, and/or end,
your campaign with a party. In order to
allocate the needed resources, you have to
determine who will be involved to turn the
plan into action, and how and where you’ll
communicate your story.
Your story should be personal. It should
be used to deepen a connection with your
desired audience. What got you started?
Where did you start and how far have you
come? What makes your organization
special? Consider sharing memories that
convey your core values.
When celebrating its 125th anniversary
in 2014, Sparks-based McCormick & Co.
used the hashtag avorstory. Its goal was
to collect 1. million avor stories from
employees, chefs and consumers around the
world. For every story, which ranged from
letters to recipes and videos, the company
donated $1 to the United Way.
McCormick’s campaign to celebrate
its milestone using the role avor plays in
life was the perfect recipe for success. By
November, its year-long initiative resulted
in $1.25 million in donations to feed the
hungry.
So, as you approach the next benchmark in the lifecycle of your organization,
think of it as an opportunity to enlist your
promoters, internally and externally, to
make it memorable.
Angie Barnett is president and CEO of the
Better Business Bureau of Greater Maryland. She can be reached at 410-347-3990
and abarnett@greatermd.bbb.org.

